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Defaced - Week 14
Here in Australia, one of our less popular sports centres on the racing of
greyhound dogs for commercial purposes.
These dogs are trained to chase a mechanical lure simply for competition &
ultimately some possible financial gain, as is done in horse racing, through
gambling on the results.
To enable this & increase the chances of winning the trainers draw upon the
dogs' natural tendency to something called prey-drive, which is the instinctive
inclination of a carnivore to find, pursue & capture prey.
If one wanted to domesticate a greyhound, then they would be trained to curb this
natural instinct, but for the interests of this 'sport', they work these dogs to
heighten it.
Each race begins with the dogs enclosed in their starting boxes.
The organisers present a 'prey' to the dogs, being a mechanical lure run at high
speed & suspended from a track attached to the inside rail of the enclosed race
course.
As the 'prey' comes into the dogs' sight, they are automatically released to race
after it but never allowed to catch it.
In doing this, they are utilising the dogs' heightened prey drive thus inducing
them to compete more keenly for the same target in an organised event designed
to create a race from which they can determine a winner.
In all predators the prey-drive follows an inevitable sequence:
Search & Eye the prey;
Stalk & Chase the prey;
Bite & Grab the prey;
Dissect & Consume the prey.
One meaning of the word predator is:
someone who follows people to harm them or commit a crime against them:
Is this not a perfect description of our enemy, the one who comes to steal, kill &
destroy.
John 10:10a King James 2000 Bible
The thief comes not, but to steal, and to kill, and to destroy:
Being an evil predator means he:
searches & eyes us his prey;
stalks & chases us his prey;
But Praise the Lord just as is the case with the greyhound dogs he has no ability
to;
bite & grab us his prey;
dissect or consume us his prey.
His objective has always been to coerce men through his lies & deceptions to
remain in & increase upon their disobedient & sinful ways.
He works to keep those who are lost to The Truth in the blindness of his
deceptions, or to continually try to coerce the found into fateful disobedience as
he did with Adam & Eve.
Genesis 3:6 KJV
And when the woman saw that the tree was goodfor food, and that it was
pleasant to the eyes, and a tree to be desired to make one wise, she took of the
fruit thereof, and did eat, and gave also unto her husband with her; and he did
eat.
Now, as I see it, there is a lesson here for all of us.
Eve while being contained in the protected environment of God's Provision, also
had a 'lure' presented into her sight.
For the serpent came subtly & being the predator he is, drew upon her 'human
prey-drive' to coerce her & Adam to eat the forbidden fruit.
Anyone who has loved, or even taken some real notice of animals, knows of their
many similarities to humans, one such being the sharing of many of the same
ailments & diseases as men.
We need to take note that on the Sixth Day God Created first the animals & then
man from the very same earth & as long as we are still in the body we will
continue to inhabit the same earth with them.
However, God declared flesh & spirit, heaven & earth should be put together in
man, thus making us in His image & likeness.
When Adam & Eve freely spent their days roaming in the Garden of Eden, their
natural 'human prey-drive' was invoked.
For they searched & eyed [God's Creation all around],
they stalked & chased [the wonder of the fauna],
they bit & grabbed [the wonder of the flora]
& they dissected & consumed [for sustenance].
Meanwhile, the serpent, being an evil predator:
searched & eyed Eve;
stalked her & chased her down;
& then came subtly to deceive her into doing what he could not.
Being totally unable to inject his poison directly into her he preyed upon the
innocence of her innate human prey-drive to deceive her out of her free will.
He needed to lure her into disobeying the One Command God had given them
not to eat of his poison, the knowledge of good & evil.
For even there he only had an ability to search & chase down but no ability to bite
or consume God's Children.
He needed to coerce them into exercising their own will in disobedience to God's
for his poison to take effect upon man.
He had no power, only a voice, so he used it to lie & deceive, the same method
he still uses to coerce men into doing his will, to keep them from God.
Fallen man, now left to his own devices is like that pack of dogs, continuously
drawn into competing for all kinds of lures, often gaining more self-satisfaction &
pride from the fight for position or even just competing than actually attaining the
goal.
Go anywhere in this world & you will find hilltops occupied by the privileged few,
the slopes by those chasing image, fame or fortune & the valleys filled with those
upholding the rest & the down trodden of society barely existing at the lowest
level.
In this world, we all either dream of, long for, strive for or drive ourselves toward
moving up the ladder of success & while the lure of self is constant the targets
can be infinitely variable.
The truth of this world is that for every personal success achieved, for every
ladder climbed, for every mountain conquered, so many others were required &
often abused in its fulfilment.
For just like those dogs, we all have widely differing levels of ability so, on any
given day, so many are declared or declare themselves as not being good
enough to join 'the race', but we all try to partake at times [seen as the losers].
Then there are the 'leaders' forever focussed on the goal [lure] & therefore
consistently active in the race promoting & aspiring to image & gain [seen as the
winners].
For as the serpent told Eve our eyes would open & we would be as gods
knowing good & evil, but we need to see & know that that was the lie & the
deception which is still consuming humankind.
Genesis 3:5 KJV
5 For God doth know that in the day ye eat thereof, then your eyes shall be
opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing good and evil.
So now through having this knowledge adrift amongst us, we now possess & use
the measurement tool devised by evil for evil, which God never intended for us to
have
We then become consumed through the constant lure for us to continually selfimprove & be motivated toward 'success' through its false understanding that
man should be master of his destiny.
So it is that humans are continually lured to strive or hope for unreachables, the
greatest being to find the meaning of life anywhere that does not involve
acceptance of the One True Living God only to then wallow in the
disappointments of forsaken dreams or to be imprisoned to our desires.
Nothing is as real as it seems, as 'painted' to us or in us & therefore images are
shattered in our hearts every day.
How many believe they are living 'the dream' yet have no idea the price they paid
& are still paying to maintain it.
How many in reaching the pinnacle of their ambition now realise no further goal
in life since nothing is as expected &/or through now being plagued with silent
guilt regarding the methods they employed to achieve it.
How many, have awoken to the realisation that they have spent their lives
continuously being & are still, in fact, being lured into dead ends only to be left
feeling useless & devoid of hope.
Praise God for His Grace Abounds to us forever & is available to us no matter
where we are right now or where we have been. Hallelujah!
Jesus Loves Us & God's Ways contain the only answers to all of this deception
we face, whether coming from without or within our hearts.
Love Mwesigwa
[Continues next week]
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There is such a thing called The Church Age or the Age of The Church. It began with the
Coming of Jesus & will end with the Coming of Christ. This period is a Spiritual
Movement more commonly known as The Latter Rain period. A Spiritual Movement
started it when Mary conceived Jesus & a Spiritual Movement will end it in accordance
to God’s Divine Purpose when Christ appears in the clouds to receive His Bride The
Church. Other Spiritual Movements have occurred in between bringing God’s Plan into
different levels of fulfillment such as the birthing of The Church, the Reformation &
Modern Pentecostalism. All serving God's Love to take The Church on a journey to full
maturity just as our love steers our children into their maturing. Every journey takes
steps. If I am to open my front gate I have to take many steps to get there but it is the
last step that reaches the goal. I believe from what I have come to know in serving God
in His EIDO Vision is that we are now moving through the threshold to the last step for
The Church Age. There is now a Spiritual Movement at hand that will be powerful
enough to draw in The Church to its Purposed End & EIDO is but one part of it.
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EIDO is .....
not just a Ministry or an Organisation,
it is part of an end time Spiritual Movement Of God

EIDO operates in a God Given geographical region
whilst Spiritually being part of an overall Movement of God
Destined to eventually cover The Church Worldwide.

EIDO was Spiritually assigned to an International Region comprising
the East African Community & the Mid North of South Australia.

This region, therefore, embraces the nations of Australia,
Uganda, Burundi, Tanzania, Kenya & Rwanda.

EIDO, therefore, is but one part of a Coming Worldwide Move Of God
destined to uplift the Body of Christ through its Specific Anointing
to a Conscious Awareness of God, His Kingdom & True Unity.

In accordance with His Divine Will & Purpose,
it is intentionally designed to shake the True Chruch
from its slumber, thereby releasing the shackles that have
previously kept such clarity bound.

Through it, God shall position the True Church into its rightful place,
thus enabling it TO SEE the dawning of His Bright Morning Star
& TO KNOW that in His Hands it is to be the beginning of
the final preparation of the Bride for Christ.

EIDO is a Ministry Birthed By God, but not a Ministry in the
form we have grown accustomed to.

It's Apostolic in its nature & a vessel carrying a Message of
God's Intent beating in & engendering from His Heart.

It is a Spiritual Movement.
An Impartation of Spiritual Power,
A Spiritual Shockwave
Sent out specifically designed
To engender an Awakening
A rapid escalation of deep desire
In the hearts of the Saints

It is part of A Reckoning, A Preparing, A Call To Arms,

The Final Assault.

It's the opening of the churches eyes to the Kingdom & its True Unity
& the Call God has placed on His Children to usher in
the Day Of His Son's Second Coming.

EIDO [a-doe] :

'TO SEE & TO KNOW'.
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